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Introduction 
In March 2016, HfS hosted its 11th Working Summit for Services Buyers at 

Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge University. This two-day event focused 

on the current inflection point bearing down on the sourcing community—

namely, the impact automation and digital technologies are having on 

enterprises and their sourcing strategies. In short, the theme was all about 

how operations and governance executives can stay relevant as the business 

world adopts these new technologies and working practices.  

This was the second time HfS held an event in Cambridge; the last time was 

18 months ago. In that span, perhaps the biggest change we noticed was the 

attitude of the buyers. The event highlighted a big leap forward in the maturity and sophistication of the buy-side 

community. In particular, the buyers showed a genuine desire to look at themselves focusing on what they need to 

do to make the most out of the change that is happening within the sourcing community. In particular, how to make 

outsourcing, and shared services part of the mainstream business agenda and move it beyond its current silo—to 

keep themselves relevant. This change in attitude had a huge impact on the takeaways and learnings recorded here. 

This document captures the most important and valuable ideas we captured throughout the sessions.  

The Key Takeaways 
1. Writing off legacy is as more about a change in mindset than it is about actual technology or process: 

Writing off legacy is not about getting rid of anything for the sake of it. “Legacy” in this context means part 

of the process that is no longer fit for the purpose. It does not refer to some abstract concept of legacy IT, 

where anything before cloud is bad. Frankly, you can’t simply remove legacy by just disposing of some 

archaic ERP system and slamming in some SaaS product, or mimicking every defunct manual process into a 

piece of RPA software, or firing an entire department of ineffective process wonks. In fact, a lot of what is 
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termed legacy IT actually works and the ROI for changing platform doesn’t make sense, practically or 

financially. Writing off legacy is about starting the process of reimagining a future without those legacy 

systems and processes that are holding back businesses.  

2. It really isn’t just about cost anymore: For the last 20 years, large outsourcing deals have been driven by 

the desire to extract as much cost out of the process as possible. As we pointed out after our Harvard 

event, this race to the bottom isn’t sustainable and has impacted the industry’s ability to add value to 

many deals. However, the light at the end of the tunnel is automation, which is helping to create an 

environment where cost and innovation can co-exist. For this to work, though, buyers are going to have to 

give a broader portfolio of work to providers and allow those providers a chance to introduce innovation 

and value. One of the buyers in Cambridge demonstrated how the cost goal has subtly shifted in the last 

couple of years. It’s no longer about absolute savings; rather, it’s about extracting more value. The 

question they are asked by their business is: “Can your department or business service deliver more value 

for the same money?” 

 

Exhibit 1: European Outsourcing Relatioships Increasing in Innovation and Complexity 

Polling Question: Please best describe how are your primary service provider relationships changing? 

 

Source: HfS Research, 2016; HfS Cambridge Buyers Summit (19 Outsourcing Buyers) 
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term revenue gains. A good example is RPA: As buyers start to see increasingly compelling use cases they 

will look around for providers to help. Getting in with these initial projects will keep these providers’ services 

relevant. This not only helps build the relationship with the client, but as one of the delegates put it, “It also 

cuts the throat of the competition and smart providers will take a bigger, more profitable slice of the smaller 

pie.” One major buy side worry about automation is that the service providers are not passing on the savings 

and, in some cases, still charge for full price FTEs. 

4. Relationship-focused contracts need to emerge: From our event in Harvard in December, we envisaged 

the need for a new types of genuine risk/reward contract. Although risk and gainsharing are aspects of this 

new type of contract design, the underlying method needs to change. The relationship is moving to the fore 

and the contract needs to reflect this. Exhibit 2 shows how buyers feel about their current relationships. 

We can see that a lot of this work has been done, with buyers increasingly focused on jointly executing on 

their joint goals. Taking this further, the willingness to co-invest and move beyond measuring the success 

of the contract by merely the KPIs is important. Service providers need to form part of the operations team 

and not feel that they are being squeezed for every ounce of cost. One buyer at the event said taking a 

more relationship-oriented approach to contracting means they have achieved 100 times the value out of 

their agreements in the last three years than they did in the 20 years of outsourcing before.  

Exhibit 2: Three-Quarters of European Outsourcing Relationships Are Not Truly Collaborative 

Polling Question: How would you describe your relationship with your current (primary) service provider? 

 

Source: HfS Research, 2016; HfS Cambridge Summit (19 Outsourcing Buyers) 
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5. Focus on what we can change today, not some idealized future end state: There is a tendency for any 

technology-driven change to focus on the fantastical future end state—where the gap between hype and 

reality becomes so wide it obscures the path. So it is time to focus on what we can achieve today. Successful 

sourcing executives need to become “brokers of capability” (which, one buyer commented, sounds like a 

rock band)—living in the present to drive a change of mindset for the future. Most of the executives have 

been tasked with adopting digital strategies (whatever those may be) and to come up with smart 

approaches to take advantage of automation technologies. But, to get there, they need to change how their 

teams think, collaborate and operate. 

6. Digital transformation must be a business-driven strategy enabled by technology: As more organizations 

embed digital technologies into their business processes, digital becomes part of the fabric of the 

enterprise. Exhibit 3 illustrates this point. The most essential factor for a successful digital project is senior 

management buy in. Singling out and separating “digital” from the rest of the business is counterproductive 

for many organizations.  

Exhibit 3: Senior Buy-in Critical for Digital Success 

Polling Question: What factors are most essential, in your opinion, for delivering successful digital initiatives? 

 

Source: HfS Research, 2016; HfS Cambridge Summit (65 Outsourcing Buyers and Service Providers) 
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7. RPA is real, but falls short of intelligent automation: The current narrow focus on RPA as the sharp end of 

automation underpins the disconnect between hype and reality for many buyers that think about 

automation. RPA is linked to swivel-chair tasks, replacing the humans that take inputs from one set of 

systems, such as email or spreadsheets, process those inputs using rules and then enter outputs into 

systems of record, like ERP or CRM systems. One of the attendees stated that “RPA is like Tofu. It has no 

flavor. The supply side has to be innovative as to how it is packaging it.” However, this is where reality of 

automation sits for many buyers at the moment. 

8. Intelligent automation needs to look beyond RPA to take advantage of the data explosion: As noted in 

point 7, RPA is just the tip of the automation iceberg. We are starting to see a number services beyond basic 

RPA and autonomics. We see an increasing focus on horizontal business applications like ERP integration, 

service orchestration, workload automation. Also we are starting to see its use in capture and application 

of industry data. One of the delegates advised: ”Automate as fast as you can. There is no other way to deal 

with the exponential data explosion we are in the middle of.” Frankly, without automation there is no way 

to realistically leverage this data on an industrial scale.  

9. Europe needs more focus on design thinking: Design thinking was one of the central topics of conversation 

from our event in Harvard last year, but was not part of the discussion in Cambridge. Increased focus on 

the use of design thinking to transform process is vital to the industry proceeding down the path to As-a-

Service. Design thinking can help sourcing relationships in a number of ways. Firstly, it can structure 

relationships so buyers and providers can have common goals/outcomes. It can be used in conjunction with 

rapid development techniques like agile and devops to empower staff, enabling staff to become genuine 

agents of change within the organization. A key challenge for operations departments is helping to balance 

new more customer-centric corporate priorities with cost saving and process improvement. Essentially, 

delivering customers a highly personalized and increasingly intimate service, whilst at the same time 

standardizing and simplifying the process. This is the main strength of design thinking: it makes enterprise 

leaders change the perspective of the problem from themselves to the customer. Ultimately it drives 

organizations to “think big, start small, and adapt fast.” 

10. Buyers need to take more responsibility to ensure the success of an outsourcing relationship: As we 

mentioned in the introduction, the most telling change at this year’s event was the attitude of buyers. None 

of the participants wanted to play the supplier blame game and rant about failed promises of the past and 

lack of provider inspired innovation. The focus was on moving the outsourcing relationship forward, 

ensuring that responsibility for its success or failure was shared. Ensuring that not only the right governance 

was in place, but also the right people (and by implication, the right “can do” attitude”). This is a major shift 

in the sourcing conversation: buyers accept that if they want a sourcing engagement to work for them, they 

need to change first. Advice from one buy side delegate was: “Don’t replace Vendor A with cheaper 

Vendor B and expect a better outcome.” Highlighting the need for buyers to be realistic about the likely 

outcomes of their actions. 

11. We need to establish a more broadly understood set of definitions: Outsourcing, digital and automation 

expertise are becoming part of everyday broad management capability, however, much of the terminology 

being used today is not widely understood by the industry at large. For example, “RPA” is only understood 

http://www.hfsresearch.com/
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in outsourcing and shared services communities, not broader operations, and “digital” has different 

meaning to people in different roles. Digital, RPA, outsourcing and shared services were all volunteered as 

examples of concepts needing a serious branding initiative—especially as the focus develops from the 

abstract technology future toward real business outcome and business need. A theme that cropped up in 

many discussions was the importance of the terminology, how we should promote its use and, in some 

cases, lack of use (e.g., people becoming jaded by over-hyped phrases such as “digital” and concepts with 

mixed connotations like outsourcing). Many delegates wanted to distance themselves from the shared 

services and outsourcing terminology of the past, by reframing the industry into sourcing and global 

business services. As sourcing professionals that want to be taken more seriously within their organizations, 

the label is increasingly vital. 

12. Shifting to outcomes entails buyers giving up more control over processes and technology: To embrace 

the As-a-Service Economy fully, buyers need to be willing to release an element of control over processes 

and technology, as the focus moves shifts squarely towards achieving businesses outcomes. This will take 

another adjustment in attitude where buyers are willing to concentrate much more on the results and not 

the method, particularly where it differs from their current practice. However, the main sticking point will 

be with the service providers, who will need to be more willing and able to take on outcome-based pricing 

and promises, which involves an added degree of risk. 

What to Watch 
HfS will continue to be in the forefront of discussion about Being As-a-Service: the development of the As-a-Service 

Economy, design thinking, automation and intelligent operations. These topics will form the core of our research 

agenda for 2016, which you can read about here. 

You can join the debate online at HfS Research’s acclaimed blog Horses for Sources, which is universally recognized 

as the most widely read and revered destination for unfettered collective insight, research, and open debate about 

sourcing industry issues and developments. Horses for Sources today receives over a million web visits a year. 

Alternatively, if you’d like to join us in person, we always save a few spots at our events for senior buyer executives, 

so drop us a line if you're interested in taking part in one of the next two: 

» San Francisco, California, 26-27 May 2016 

» White Plains, New York, 14-16 September 2016 
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About HfS Research 
We coined the As-a-Service Economy term because we see a profound change under way that is more all-
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